STAKING

A CLAIM

WITH A TREE
It takes up to seven years for

apple trees to bear fruit..

I will be here for

long enough to taste
.

that bounty.

THIS IS A NEW HOMESTEAD ACT.

A POINT ON A MAP.
YOU ARE HERE.
THIS IS MINE.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO STAKE A CLAIM ON THE
LAND? WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO SAY YOU PLAN
TO REMAIN?

In 1787, the Continental Congress sold land to a group of
Revolutionary War veterans organized as “the Ohio Company of
Associates.” The land that settlers were claiming was referred to as
“waste and vacant land.” It was ready to be inhabited for what was
perceived to be the first time, ignoring the Native American presence
in the region. A contract was set out for settlers and squatters alike to
claim the land as theirs for their “heirs[;] and assigns that they have
lawfully seized the afore-granted premises; that they are free of all
incubrances; that they have good right to sell and convey the same;
and that they will defend the premises.” The property would be theirs
for a fee of $1 per acre, and the settler would agree “that there be
set out on each share at least 50 apple or pear trees & 20 peach trees
within three years after the settler shall enter thereon.”
Homesteading is about gaining ownership of “unowned” land
through making a claim. According to the numerous homestead acts
in US history, settlers should make use of natural resources, make
improvements to the land, and prove that they plan to be there for
the long run. Fruit bearing trees did this: taking nutrients from
the rich soil of the area, planting a crop that will feed the settlers’
families, and requiring up to seven years to bear fruit. There is a
commitment to being in one place that planning for up to seven years
in the future requires.
When I lived in Iowa City, I was surrounded by black walnut trees.
I heard a story that the trees, which are not native to the region,
had been planted by immigrants from Bohemia as a way of telling
other residents that they planned on being in the area long enough
to harvest the nuts, which could be upwards of thirty years. Thirty
years. Now I have recently moved to a property that has a diseased
tree in the front yard that is ready to be removed. I am planning to
plant a pecan, which will take as long as my mortgage to produce
nuts for me to eat. Like the black walnut and the pecan, when you
plant an apple tree there is a presumption of time, the time it takes to
for the tree to mature enough to bear fruit. Once an apple tree is well
established, neglected trees, gnarled and wizened, still bear fruit.
Early tending yields long term results, sometimes called productivity,
sometime called survival.

The famous biographer of George Washington, Parson Weems, tells
the apocryphal story of a young Washington eating an apple. Given
an apple by his cousin, Washington’s father encourages him to share,
reminding him that he will have plenty of apples in the future. He did
not share. Months later, his father took him to an orchard the family
owned, each tree laden with fruit. “Do you remember when I told you
last spring that you would soon have more apples than you could eat,
and yet you did not want to share?” A single apple tree produces more
fruit than one person could eat. An entire family would be hard pressed
to eat that much fruit. Improvements on the land need not be selfish.
If I plant a tree in the center of my yard, I cannot eat all the apples, and
they fall onto the ground. If I plant a tree overhanging my neighbor’s
yard, the limbs hanging over the property line can be legally cut by
the neighbor, and thus the apples are theirs. If the limb hangs over the
sidewalk, anyone who passes by can help themselves to a piece of fruit.
A private claim: Historically homesteading was about transforming
what was considered public land. As the Americas were populated,
the land was not so much public as stolen and/or purchased. Settler
thinking inclines towards ownership--private property. Native
American ideas of private property are not monolithic, rather
they were developed over centuries across territories and tribes.
Each tribe negotiating land, survival, and territory differently.
Homesteading transformed the land, emphasized private
ownership and codified the European concept that human labor
could exert a particular kind of dominion of an environment.
So how does planting an apple tree today, on land that is already
owned, already claimed change ideas of space and environment? A
commitment of time, up to seven years until an apple tree bears fruit
is aspirational in itself. I know that I cannot, with any convincing
certainty, say for sure what my future will look like in two years
much less seven. To plant a tree is to say, “I am here and I commit
to this place.” A connection to place through the co-dependent
relationship to a tree is both rooted and metaphorical. Every time you
water the tree it is an active statement of both being in the place you
are and imagining a future.

A public claim: There is potential in emptiness and the spaces that
are ignored. Perhaps there is “waste and vacant land” (as the land
was described in 1787) in or around your home. Urban planting
can be a signal of pending gentrification, but what about trees that
connect neighbors, as pollinators and as resistors? An empty lot or
abandoned building with a yard might just be your ideal spot to
plant a New Homestead Tree. A lot can be done when no one is
looking.
Public vs. Private: Wherever you plant your New Homestead
Tree, you are one of many. The New Homestead Act provides up
to 50 apple trees to your city, mirroring the number of apple trees
needed to stake a claim through the Ohio Company. You would do
well to stake a claim with your neighbors. The bees will travel from
tree to tree pollinating the flowers in spring so that fall branches
will bend under the weight of apples. Nature is the perfect model
of interdependence. As we stake our own and proclaim “This is
mine,” there is a very real and necessary relationship to what is
around us. Some apple trees are self pollinating (and the one you get
will be), others are not, but all apple tree are more productive in a
community of other apple trees.
We can be selfish and act in a broad public good, ideas that are often
discussed in opposition. When you plant your tree, you are staking
your own claim, but your tree is also automatically sequestering
carbon, which offsets climate change. When I do my taxes--that time
of reckoning--I tally my travel and buy carbon offsets in the form of
trees. I do not know for sure where those trees I buy are planted. Nor
do I exactly believe those trees act in some perfect equation to my
travel, but I buy them in hope. It is almost impossible to gauge how
much one particular tree in one particular space benefits the huge
atmosphere. Precisely measurable in your yard or not, all trees reduce
carbon dioxide. Carbon storage is always measured in relationship
to all trees within an acre. Your one tree will do more good for our
atmosphere with other trees around it, other apple trees we hope,
than on its own.

Following the Ohio Company, it is another seventy years until the
Homestead Act comes into being. Through these acts, over 375,000
farms were established in the Midwest and the Plains states.
Homestead Acts intended to be inclusive, allowing immigrant
families, women, and former slaves to claim 160 acres as their own,
so long as they lived on the land continuously for five years.
Inclusivity was not the whole story. Though the Homestead Act
changed who could traditionally own land in western society, all
settlement legislation in the United States has necessitated taking
land from the Native Americans, regardless of whether ownership
was a part of native culture. “I will be here” is different than “I own
this.” For this reason, we encourage you to think about and challenge
the need to plant a tree on land you own. Renters, squatters:
what does it mean to claim land? Following the passage of the
first Homestead Act, others followed. Some encouraged planting
many more trees to preserve topsoil during the dust bowl, but some
were more sinister. The Dawes Act of 1887 was designed so that
Native Americans would renounce tribal collectively held land,
give individuals their own farms in exchange for them becoming
US citizens and dissolving tribal government. Land not claimed
by Native Americans was sold to land prospectors. Years later,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt attempted to backpedal and passed the
Indian Reorganization Act, some (but not all) of the land lost to
the Dawes Act was restored to tribal government. Planting trees is
perhaps an act of resistance, perhaps a way to say, “I want to have
a say in what happens to my neighborhood, to this land.” Here is a
proposition. We will send you a tree. Seven years is a long time, and
we have all seen our neighborhoods change, for better or worse, in
that amount of time. Let us have a say in what happens. “I will be
here.”
KATIE HARGRAVE & AMBER GINSBURG, 2016

THIS IS A NEW HOMESTEAD

ACT

A SINGLE SEED
IS A BEGINNING
HOW TO PLANT AN APPLE TREE FROM SEED:

Place the seeds from the seed packet in an empty egg carton filled
with rich soil. Keep the carton in a sunny, indoor spot and maintain
moist soil (not too wet!). In 7-14 days, the seeds will sprout. Once
the seedling has two or three leaves, it can be transplanted outdoors.
After transplanting, consider covering with chicken wire to prevent
critters from enjoying spring greens before they are ready to share.
Trees prefer deep watering to the ends of their roots. Early on,
consider placing a one gallon milk jug of water with one or two
nail holes in the bottom by your sapling for slow and full watering.
When the tree is larger, do a few long slow drip sessions a season,
minimally. Mulch will nutrient rich compost each spring.
Apple trees take commitment. One of the reasons fruit trees were
planted during the settlement of the Northwest Territory is that a
fruit orchard signified longevity of commitment to one place. It will
be no less than four years before your seedling bears fruit.
Your seeds will not come true. The seeds you chose to plant carry
genetic codes all the way back to the first apple trees. You will add
to the diversity of the food supply and the reverse the trend towards
commercial control by planting these seeds. Each seed will bear a
different tree.

HOW DO I PLANT AN APPLE SAPLING?

The barebones of planting the apple tree you receive from us are:
1. Find a site
2. Look at soil
3. Dig a hole
4. Fill the hole
5. Care
WHERE SHOULD I PLANT MY APPLE TREE?

Apple trees require full sun and should be planted where the trees
will not be shaded by other large trees or buildings. Ideally your tree
should get 8-10 hours of sunlight and a minimum of 6-8 hours. Do
you want to plant your apple tree on land that you currently lay
claim to or land you wish to lay claim to? Is there somewhere empty
or considered wasted that might be suited to your apple tree?
HOW MUCH SPACE DOES MY APPLE TREE NEED?

There are three basic apple tree sizes, standard, semi-dwarf and
dwarf. A dwarf tree needs ten feet of space when mature and a
standard apple needs 30 feet. You will be planting a semi-dwarf
tree, which requires 12 feet of planting space.
WHAT DO I NEED TO DO TO THE SOIL?

It is a good idea to do a soil test, especially in industrial or postindustrial environments. The three primary concerns for soil are
nutrients, drainage, and pH. Your local County Extension Center
can instruct you in collecting the soil sample, help you interpret
the results, and provide valuable information about your soil.
Apple trees will tolerate a wide range of soils as long as water and
nutrients are decent and the pH is adequate, 5.5 to 6.5. Primarily,
it is important to avoid heavy, poorly-drained soils and low spots,
since apple trees cannot survive if water remains standing in the
root zone.

PREPARING THE SITE:

PLANTING:

Prior to planting, remove weeds. If you are planting your tree in a
lawn, remove the grass from the planting area in a 4-foot diameter
circle. Grass competes with young trees for available water and
nutrients and can significantly reduce tree growth and productivity.
Drainage is very important for your apple tree. If your soil is poorly
drained, your plants are less likely to thrive or survive.

Plant rootstocks so that the line where the rootstock attaches to the
tree is about two inches above ground level. Carefully spread the
roots out over loose mound of soil in the bottom of the hole. Backfill
hole with your soil. Move the tree up and down slightly as you
spread the first few shovels of topsoil back on top of the roots. Tamp
the soil firmly while filling the hole.

WHAT KIND OF HOLE DO I DIG?

HOW DO I CARE FOR MY NEWLY PLANTED TREE?

Dig a hole as deep as the root ball and twice as wide. Put aside
the topsoil so you can replace it after planting. Don’t skimp on the
digging and preparation of the planting hole. Leave a small mound
of dirt in the center of the hole to spread the roots over. While you are
digging the hole, soak the tree’s roots in water for half an hour.

Water trees immediately after planting and every week after
planting. Mulch 2-3 feet around your tree. You can add one
tablespoon of water-soluble fertilizer to one gallon of water and
apply this solution to the soil around the tree immediately after
planting.

DRAW A MAP OR TELL US ABOUT WHERE YOU PLAN TO PLANT YOUR TREE.

BE IT KNOWN THAT,

PARTIES WHO DESIRE AND ARE

WILLING TO ADD TIME AND LABOR WILL BE GRANTED A FREE HOMESTEAD APPLE TREE.

Whereas, the Homestead Tree, in execution of the Homestead Act, the Homesteader takes
responsibility for the planting, care, and maintenance of said tree. Whereas, upon the agreement to
labor and care for the tree and by sending in this agreement, the Homesteader will receive an apple
tree, sent to an agreed up address. Whereas, the Homesteader agrees to plant the tree, in land which
is abutted and bounded to one’s own definition of private property, a site determined for private
and/or public good. Whereas, the location of your Homestead tree is planted with the foreknowledge
that the bounty of the Homestead Apple Tree requires up to seven years to bear fruit. Upon bearing
fruit, the Homestead Act is complete and the will and relation to the tree is that of the homesteader,
free to do with it as the Homesteader wishes. Bonds of care are thereafter to be self-determined.
Parties who desire a Homestead Apple Tree, for free, fill in the information below and mail this
form to the address below.

I (name)__________________________________ agree to care for one Homestead Apple tree.
Mail one Homestead Apple Tree to _____________________________________________
Return this New Homestead Act application to:

The New Homestead Act, c/o Katie Hargrave and Amber Ginsburg
P.O. Box 11344
Chattanooga, TN
37401

or fill out the online form at http://bit.do/newhomesteadact

